TECHNOLOGY AND LABOUR MARKET SOLUTIONS

IT. RECRUITMENT. INNOVIEW.

ABOUT US

We have more than 10 years of experience in providing efficient, fast and flexible
solutions to our clients’ human resources needs.

We are building the companies of the future
Are you eager to digitalise your company but don’t
know how to get started? Are you looking for a partner
who knows the labour market and the technologies as
well? We speak the language of the candidates, forming
a bridge between the tech specialists and the
companies.
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Whether it’s building a brand new IT team, outsourcing
all of part of IT or HR functions, launching or managing
new digital projects, we know the solution.

years on the market

WE DELIVER YOUR SOLUTIONS IN THE BELOW AREAS

ICT

FINTECH

FINANCE

Digitalisation drives on.
The explosive job growth
of the IT industry began
just about two decades
ago and proved to be
lasting. The sector is fastmoving
and
dynamic,
meaning there are many
both large companies and
tech start-ups that are
seeking out for tech
experts. We have tailormade answers to help you
find your tech-people.

Fintech’s success depends
on acquisition of talent. In
recent years fintech firms
are rising exponentially,
means they need more
and more tech employees
to keep up the excellent
work. We understand both
Finance and IT language –
we’re ready to hire your
FinTech candidates across
Europe.

The
financial
sector’s
development has been
accelerated
by
technological
innovation.
Digital
transformation
projects in Europe will
continue
to
drive
competition for the best
digital candidates in the
next few years. As we move
towards a digital-first world,
tech-candidates are in hot
demand across finance
industry. We are ready to
answer
your
financial
workforce needs.

LET OUR EXPERTS HELP YOU

Your workforce needs are 100% unique, so you need tailor-made solutions that truly fit your
business. We’re here to understand your objectives and find a solution that works for you.
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In addition to the main business activities, several other
projects are running at the same time, where it’s
important to implement as smoothly as possible,
avoiding high-risk solutions. We can help you find a
balance between permanent and contract employment
in IT projects. All this in a faster, more cost-effective way
than before.
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We know exactly what it takes to find the ideal
candidate for your team and how to support them with
the right career opportunities as we work with these
professionals every day.. We’re experienced in placing
tech professionals from developers to analysts at startups and global tech leaders.

Contingent
Workforce

Recruitment
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Project
Management
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Outsourcing

With the involvement of our highly trained and
experienced project managers and project assistants,
your project goals will be a viable product. With our PM
team with sector-specific professional experience, we
assure our partners that the project is progressing
smoothly towards the planned results. We make project
processes predictable, giving our customers real security.

Our outsourcing solutions help you complete your
projects on time with the planned outcomes in fields of
IT, recruitment and business functions. Your corporate
strategy focuses on how to manage resources, risk and
return across company, Our outsourced experts will do
their specific tasks, so you can keep your focus on core
business.

CONTINGENT WORKFORCE
We are on a mission to transform the contractor experience, for both clients and
candidates. Find out how we can bring you exceptional talent and streamline your
contract process.

Your IT projects are series of IT related tasks
with deadlines, resources and required
results. They all have a defined goal and a
specific budget as well. It can be a long and
hard way to hire experienced IT workforce
and keep up with the enterprise HR policy.
Think outside of the box: choose alternative
workforce solutions and get the best mix for
your needs.

You’ll get solution to:
• Filling the skills gap
• Increasing flexibility in business
• Faster and more cost-effective hiring process

• Assess business needs on an ongoing basis
• Try new positions
• Try new team members

SKILLS
Your project requires both IT related skills
and soft skills. In a hiring process there’s an
important
keyword:
team-fit.
Using
Contingent Workforce you’ll get both hard
skills and soft skills plus 12 months
guarantee time to see if the new member
can fit in your team.

IT EXPERIENCE
Your project needs experienced IT talents,
not juniors from a code school. Senior and
mid IT experts are rare applicants. Get
them with one year guarantee and an
optional opportunity to hire them.

COST EFFICIENCY
You can choose Contingent Workforce
service just like a subscription with a
monthly fee instead of a long hiring
process including taxes and other payroll
dues.

LOW RISK SOLUTION
In the classic hiring process you get a trial
period with a new employee: 3 months to
see if you both satisfied with each other or
not. When it comes to the point that the
answer is not you have to start the hiring
process all again. With Contingent
Workforce it’s much easier: you have “Try
and hire” option after 12 months, but
without commitment.

RECRUITMENT
We know exactly what it takes to find the ideal candidate for your team and how
to support them with the right career opportunities. We’re placing
tech professionals from developers to analysts at start-ups and global tech leaders.

Using recruitment services can be
useful when your team grows and you
need to fill more than one position on
time; or you need to fill only one job,
but it seems to be difficult.

SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE
As your team grows, your in-house HR
team may need to conduct interviews for
positions they are not familiar with. We
often have better knowledge of technical
roles and the skills needed for them.

„ Whenever

we need help in communicating
with candidates they are always at our
disposal. In the biggest trouble we can always
count on Innoview team. They work accurately
and well-organised. They send us informative
reports and work with us as a team.

„

EXTENDED REACH
Not all the best candidates are actively
looking for a new job. They’re passive
talent and they take a bit longer to find.
Our recruiters know who those people are,
how to reach them and more importantly,
know how to incentivise them to make a
step forward to a new career opportunity.

KNOWLEDGE OF THE MARKET
You gain access to valuable knowledge
of salary rates, available skill sets, career
expectations,
current
hiring
complexities and even market trends
you may otherwise have never known
about. We’re able to provide you
valuable insight.

HIGH QUALITY CANDIDATES
Using a recruitment agency increases your
ability to meet with high quality
candidates. We have access to a large
talent pool of pre-screened and referenced
candidates. You are only meeting with
candidates that have been already
carefully assessed and interviewed.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
You’ve got a project to deliver and you just want it to run smoothly: on schedule
and on budget. We help you to find the balance between long term strategy and
short–term targets, so you can achieve real business.

WHY YOU NEED PROJECT MANAGEMENT AS A SERVICE?
Your project is a series of tasks bounded by time, resources and required results. It has a defined
outcome and deliverables, has a deadline, and has a budget limiting number of people, supplies
and assets.
The question today is not should we have a professional PM as a service or not, rather when to
use service and with whom.

„ Our teams are working together, we’ve optimised
our processes, and we have more time to spend on
strategy. Innoview has been a big part of that.

”

SKILLS
Many projects fail or do not realize their
full potential because the Project
Manager in charge is inexperienced. If
your PM is lacking the key skills needed
for the project.

EFFICIENCY
When we think about efficiency we mean
cost effectiveness and productivity. Larger
scale projects require more experienced
PMs, which doesn’t come easy.

EXPERIENCE
If your in-house PM is not suitably
experienced for the scale of your project,
essential potential gains can be lost
throughout
the
project’s
life cycle.

NEW TALENT SOLUTIONS
By working with a specific project
management talent for specific business
challenges is like you choose the latest
and most accurate technology for a
function.

OUTSOURCING
A game changer solution for winning the competition in focusing on your core
business and have a great IT department at the same time. We take care of your
company’s IT needs.
TO
From data center migration to bank application development projects may need accurate
construction, systems design and integration, anticipation of future standards evolution and
facility expansion. An outsourced IT expert with recent success on similar projects has the
experience you need.
BPO
We ready to support your business process with experienced Business Analysts, Application
Developers, Application Support Managers, Application Support Specialists, Project Managers
and Project Assistants.
RPO
The perfect solution for you in case you’re start working on a project and need approx. 50 new
employees within a short time. By choosing Recruitment Process Outsourcing you don’t have to
build up a Talent Acquisition team – this way you’ll save precious time and have sector specific
expertise at hands from the very first hiring task.

ACCESS TO SKILLED EXPERTISE
With outsourcing, you gain access to a
specialist group of talents they
support the quality of each process.

INCREASING EFFICIENCY
The power of an experienced project
staff is efficiency in time, budgeting,
risk management and successful
utilization of your assets.

FOCUS ON CORE ACTIVITIES
You need to focus on improving your
business
and
smooth
business
process. Anything out of your main
activities like project management or
developing
your
brand’s
new
application will require extra attention
and support – leave that to our
experienced team.

STAFFING FLEXIBILITY
Your
business
needs
roles
permanently and others for a limited
time – in the latter case follow the best
practice: outsource those functions
and have the best talent in your team
as long as you need.

REFERENCES
We are proud of our long-term business connections: we have built up deep
specialisations and networks within our chosen industries. As we have built and maintain
our own IT focused candidate database with more than 8000 professionals, we have an
80% business acceptance rate of our presented professionals.
We are determined to create answers to your workforce needs. From Python to Swift and
Treasury to AP, we speak your language – technology is at the heart of our business.

Customer

Project

Competencies

Team size

Staffing & operation of a
Project Management
Office

Program & Portfolio managers, Project
managers, PMO managers, PMO specialists
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Staffing the Quant
Developer Team

C++ Quant developers, Quantitative analysts,
Release managers, Production &
Environment support manager
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Staffing & operation of an
SAP Application Support
Team

SAP SD/MM consultants, FI/CO consultants,
PS-IM, BI-IP consultants, SAP project
managers, .Net & JAVA Developer

11

Application development
support of the eMedsol
medical system

Senior & Mid JAVA developers
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MORE ABOUT OUR PARTNERS

GET IN TOUCH WITH US
Our team is ready to answer all your questions

Call us
+36 1 445 4605

Email us
hello@innoview.hu

Follow us on social media
/InnoviewCo

Learn more about us
Go to innoview.hu or scan the
QR code below

/innoviewco
/Innoview
/Innoview.hu
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